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ABSTRACT

Large web sites are becoming repositories of structured information that can bene�t from being
viewed and queried as relational databases� However� querying these views eciently requires
new techniques� Data usually resides at a remote site and is organized as a set of related HTML
documents� with network access being a primary cost factor in query evaluation� This cost can be
reduced by exploiting the redundancy often found in site design� We use a simple data model� a
subset of the Araneus data model� to describe the structure of a web site� We augment the model
with link and inclusion constraints that capture the redundancies in the site� We map relational
views of a site to a navigational algebra and show how to use the constraints to rewrite algebraic
expressions� reducing the number of network accesses� We show that similar techniques can be
used to maintain materialized views over sets of HTML pages�
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� Introduction

As the Web becomes a preferred medium for disseminating information of all kinds� the sets of pages
at many Web sites have come to exhibit regular and complex structure not unlike the structures
that are described by schemes in database systems� For example� Atzeni et al� ���� show how to
describe the structure of the well�known Database and Logic Programming Bibliography at the
University of Trier ���� using their own data model� the Araneus data model�
As these sites become large� manual navigation of these hypertext structures ��browsing��

becomes clearly inadequate to retrieve information e�ectively� Typically� ad�hoc search interfaces
are provided� usually built around full�text indexing of all the pages at the site� However� full�text
queries are good for retrieving documents relevant to a set of terms� but not for answering precise
questions� e�g� ��nd all authors who had papers in the last three VLDB conferences�� If we can
impose on such a site a database abstraction� say a relational schema� we can then use powerful
database query languages such as SQL to pose queries� and leave it to the system to translate these
declarative queries into navigation of the underlying hypertext�
In this paper we explore the issues involved in such a translation� In general� a declarative

query will admit di�erent translations� corresponding to di�erent navigation paths to get to the
data� for example� the query above could be answered by�

�� Starting from the home page� follow the link to the list of conferences� from here to the VLDB
page� then to each of the last three VLDB conferences� extract a list of authors for each� and
intersect the three lists�

�� As above� but go directly from the home page to the list of database conferences� a smaller
page than the one that lists all conferences�


� As above� but go directly from the home page to the VLDB page �there is a link��

�� Go through the list of authors� for each author to the list of their publications� and keep those
who have papers in the last three VLDB�s�

If we use number of pages accessed as a rough measure of query execution cost� we see there are
large di�erences among these possible access paths� in particular between the last one and the other
three� There are over ������ authors represented in this bibliography� so the last access path would
retrieve several orders of magnitude more pages than the others� Given these large performance
di�erentials� a query optimizer is needed to translate a declarative query to an ecient navigation
plan� just as a relational optimizer maps an SQL query to an ecient access plan� In fact� there is an
even closer similarity to the problem of mapping declarative queries to network and object�oriented
data models� as we discuss in Section ��
To summarize� our approach is to build relational abstractions of large and fairly well�structured

web sites� and to use an optimizer to translate declarative queries on these relational abstractions
to ecient navigation plans� We use a simple subset of the Araneus data model �adm� to describe
web sites� augmenting it with link constraints that capture the redundancy present in many web
sites� For example� if we want to know who were the editors of VLDB ���� we can �nd this
information in the page that lists all the VLDB conferences� we do not need to follow the link
from this page to the speci�c page for VLDB ���� where the information is repeated� We also
use inclusion constraints� that state that all the pages that can be accessed using a certain path
can also be accessed using another path� We use a navigational algebra as the target language






that describes navigation plans� and we show how to use rewrite rules in the spirit of relational
optimizers� and taking link and inclusion constraints into account� to reduce the number of page
accesses needed to answer a query�
When a query on the relational views is issued� it is repeatedly rewritten using the rules� This

process generates a number of navigation plans to compute the query� the cost of these plans is then
estimated based on a simple cost model that takes network accesses as the primary cost parameter�
In this way� an ecient execution plan is selected for processing the query�
Query optimization is hardly a new topic� however� doing optimization on the Web is fun�

damentally di�erent from optimizing relational or OO databases� In fact� the Web exhibits two
peculiarities� the cost model and the lack of control over Web sites�

�� the cost model� since data reside at a remote site� our cost model is based on the number of
network accesses� instead of I�O and CPU cost� and we allocate no cost to local processing
such as joins�

�� the lack of control over the site� unlike ordinary databases� sites are autonomous and beyond
the control of the query system� �rst� it is not possible to in�uence the organization of data
in the site� second� the site manager inserts� deletes and modi�es pages without notifying
remote users of the updates�

These points have fundamental implications on query processing� The main one is that we cannot
rely on auxiliary access structures besides the ones already built right into the HTML pages� Access
structures � like indices or class extents � are heavily used in optimizing queries over relational ����
and object�oriented databases ����� Most of the techniques proposed for query optimization rely
on the availability of suitable access structures� One might think of extending such techniques to
speed up the evaluation of queries by� for example� storing URLs in some local data structures� and
then using them in query evaluation� However� this solution is in general unfeasible because� after
the data structures have been constructed� they have to be maintained� and since our system is not
noti�ed of updates to pages� the only way of maintaining these structures is to actually navigate
the site at query time checking for updates� which in general has a cost comparable to the cost of
computing the query itself�
We therefore start our analysis under the assumption that the only access structures to pages

are the ones built right into the hypertext� We �rst concentrate on the issue of mapping queries
on virtual relational views to navigation of the underlying hypertext� and develop an algorithm for
selecting ecient execution plans� based on a suitable cost function� Then� we study the problem
of querying materialized views� and show how the same techniques developed for virtual views can
be extended to the management of materialized views�

��� Outline of the Paper

The outline of the paper is as follows� We discuss related work in Section �� Sections 
 and �
present our data model and our navigational algebra� the problem of querying virtual views is
introduced in Section �� the rewrite rules� the cost function and the optimization algorithm are
presented in Section �� Section � discusses several interesting examples� Finally� Section � extends
our techniques to the maintenance of materialized views� Implementation and conclusions are in
Section ��
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� Related Work

Query optimization Our approach to query optimization based on algebraic rewriting rules
is inspired on relational ����� and object�oriented query optimization �e� g�� ����� ������ This is
not surprising� since it has been noted in the context of object�oriented databases that relational
query optimization can be well extended to complex structures ������ ������ However� the di�erences
between the problem we treat here and conventional query optimization� which we listed in the
Introduction� lead to rather di�erent solutions�

Optimizing path expressions Evaluating queries on the Web has some points of contact
with the problem of optimizing path�expressions �

� in object�oriented databases �see� for exam�
ple� ��
�� ������ Since path�expressions represent a powerful means to express navigation in object
databases� a large body of research about query processing has been devoted to their optimization�
also in this case� the focus is on transforming pointer chasing operations � which are considered
rather expensive � into joins of pointer sets stored in auxiliary access structures� such as class
extents ����� access support relations ���� and join indices ����� �
���
Although it may seem that a similar approach may be extended to the Web� we show that the

more involved nature of access paths in Web sites and the absence of ad�hoc auxiliary structures
introduces a number of subtleties� We compare two main approaches to query optimization� �i�
the �rst one� that we might call a �pointer join� approach� is inspired on object�oriented query
optimization� it aims at reducing link traversal by working on �joining� pointer sets� �ii� the second
is what we call a �pointer chase� approach� in which links between data are used to restrict network
access to relevant items� An interesting result is that� in our cost model� sometimes navigation is
less expensive than joins� This is di�erent from object�oriented databases� where the choice between
the two is generally in favor of the former ��
���

Materialized Views In some cases� since accessing pages over the network may be expensive�
it may be reasonable to materialize views over portions of the Web at the local site� in order to
reduce execution cost� As it has been noted� the lack of control over the site poses a problem of
materialized view maintenance� This di�ers signi�cantly from the corresponding problem over tra�
ditional databases ���� or even semi�structured data sources �
��� In fact� in all of these approaches�
it is assumed that the data source communicates updates to the view manager� that consistently
maintain the view� Therefore� we develop new maintenance techniques for materialized views over
the Web� We show that the techniques we develop for virtual views extend nicely to materialized
views� and propose an algorithm for incremental view maintenance based on a lazy strategy that
minimizes the number of network accesses�

Relational Views over Network Databases The idea of managing relational views over hyper�
textual sources is similar to some proposals �see for example �
��� ��
�� ����� for accessing networked
databases through relational views� links between pages may recall set types that correlate records
in the network model� However� in these works the focus is more on developing tools and methods
for automatically deriving a relational view over a network database� than on query optimization�
More speci�cally� one of the critical aspects of accessing data in the Web � i�e�� selecting one among
multiple paths to reach data � is not addressed�

�It is worth noting that� in object�oriented databases� another important parameter is clustering of objects�
Knowledge about clustering policies may� in some cases� change optimization choices �����
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Indices in Relational Databases It has already been noted in the previous section that our
approach extends to the Web a number of query optimization techniques developed in the context
of relational databases� Another related issue is the problem of selecting one among several indices
available for a relation in a relational database �see� for example� ���� and ������ this has some
points in common with the problem of selecting one among di�erent access paths for pages in a
Web site� however� paths in the Web are usually more complex than simple indices� and our cost
model is radically di�erent from the ones adopted for relational databases�

Path Constraints The presence of path constraints on Web sites is the core of the approach
developed in ���� The authors recognize that important structural information about portions of
the Web can be expressed by constraints� they consider the processing of queries in such a scenario�
and discuss how to take advantage of constraints� The fundamental di�erence of our approach is
that we work with an intensional description of Web data� based on a database like data model�
while the authors of ��� discuss the problem by reasoning directly on the extension of data�

� The Data Model

Our data model is essentially a subset of adm ����� the Araneus data model� the notion of page�
scheme is used to describe the �possibly nested� structure of a set of homogeneous Web pages� since
we are interested in query optimization� in this paper we enrich the model with constraints that
allow to reason about redundancies in a site� i�e�� multiple paths to reach the same data� In this
perspective� a scheme gives a description of a portion of the Web in terms of page�schemes and
constraints��

��� Page�schemes

Each Web page is viewed as an object with a set of attributes� Structurally similar pages are
grouped together into sets� described by page�schemes� Attributes may have simple or complex
type� Simple type attributes are mono�valued and correspond essentially to text� images� or links
to other pages� Complex type� multi�valued attributes are used to model collections of objects
inside pages� and correspond to lists of tuples� possibly nested��

The set of pages described by a given page�scheme is an instance of the page�scheme� It is
convenient to think of a page�scheme as a nested relation scheme� a page as a nested tuple on a
certain page�scheme� and a set of similar pages as an instance of the page�scheme�
There is one aspect of this framework with no counterpart in traditional data models� There are

pages that have a special role� they act as �entry�points� to the hypertext� Typically� at least the
home page of each site falls into this category� In adm entry points are modeled as page�schemes
whose instance contains only one tuple�

�It is important to note that this description of the Web portion is usually an a posteriori one� that is� both
the page�schemes and the constraints are not the product of a forward engineering phase� but rather of a reverse
engineering phase� which aims at describing the structure of an existing site� It is conducted by a human designer�
with the help of a number of tools which semi�automatically analyze the Web in order to �nd regular patterns�

�Although objects are usually ordered inside pages� in this context we are not interested in the order of repeated
patterns in the Web	 moreover� we can assume that duplicates do not arise inside Web pages� We thus blur the
distinction between lists and sets�
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To formalize these ideas� we need two interrelated de�nitions for types and page�schemes� as
follows� Given a set of base types containing the types text and image� a set of attribute names �or
simply attributes�� and a set of page�scheme names� the set of web types is de�ned as follows �each
type is either mono�valued or multi�valued��

� each base type is a mono�valued web type�

� link to P is a mono�valued web type� for each page�scheme name P �

� list of�A� � T�� A� � T�� � � � � An � Tn� is a multi�valued web type� if A�� A�� � � � � An are
attributes and T�� T�� � � � � Tn are web types�

� nothing else is a web type�

Note that� strictly speaking� a link is a pair �reference� anchor�� where reference is the URL of
the destination page� and anchor is the anchor displayed in the source page� However� in order to
simplify the notation� we prefer to consider a link simply as a reference and to model anchors as
independent attributes�
A page�scheme has the form P �URL�A� � T�� A� � T�� � � � � An � Tn�� where P is a page name�

each Ai is an attribute� each Ti is a web type� and URL is the Universal Resource Locator of P �
and forms a key for P � Some attributes may be optional� in this case� they may generate null
values��

An entry�point is a pair �P� URL�� where P is a page�scheme� URL is the URL for a page p
which is the only tuple in the instance of P � As we suggested above� an instance of a page�scheme
is a page�relation� i�e�� a set of nested tuples� one for each of the corresponding pages� each with
a URL and a value of the appropriate type for each page�scheme attribute�� Entry points are
page�relations containing a single nested tuple�
Note that we do not assume the availability of page�scheme extents� the only pages whose URL

is known to the system are instances of entry points� any other page�relation can only be accessed
by navigating the site starting from some entry point� It is also worth noting that� in order to see
pages� i�e�� HTML �les� as instances of page�schemes� i�e�� nested tuples� we assume that suitable
wrappers ���� �� ��� are applied to pages in order to access attribute values�
We have experimented our approach on several real�life Web sites ����� �
� ��� ��� ����� the

corresponding adm schemes can be found at ���� where also relational views over the sites can
be de�ned using an on�line prototype of Ulixes ���� the practical language that implements the
navigational algebra� and queried using SQL� However� in this paper we choose to refer to a �ctional
site � a hypothetical university Web site � constructed in such a way as to allow us to discuss with
a single and familiar example all relevant aspects of our work� Figure � shows some examples of
page�schemes from such site� In the scheme� �stacks� of pages are used to represent page�schemes�
whereas entry points correspond to single pages� whose URL is reported� Edges are used to denote
links� Figure � also contains an explanation of the other graphical primitives�

��� Constraints

The hypertextual nature of the Web is usually associated with a high degree of redundancy� Re�
dundancy appears in two ways� First� many pieces of information are replicated over several pages�

�Although modeled independently� we assume that� when in a tuple a link attribute has a null value� also the
corresponding anchor is null�

�We assume that page�relations are nested relations in Partitioned Normal Form �PNF� �
���
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Figure �� The Web�Scheme of a University Web Site
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Consider the Department example site� the name of a Department � say� Computer Science can
be found not only in the Computer Science Department page but also in many other pages� for
instance� it is presumably used as an anchor in every page in which a link towards the department
page occurs� Second� pages can be usually reached following di�erent navigational paths in the
site� To capture these redundancies so they can be exploited in query optimization� we enrich the
model with two kinds of integrity constraints� link constraints� and inclusion constraints�
A link constraint is a predicate associated with a link� It is used to document the fact that

the value of some attribute in the source page�relation equals the value of another attribute in a
related tuple in the target page�relation� For example� with respect to Figure �� this is the case
for attribute DName in page�schemes DeptPage and ProfPage or for attribute Session in SessionPage

and CoursePage� In our model� this can be documented by the following link constraints�

ProfPage�DName � DeptPage�DName

SessionPage�Session � CoursePage�Session

To formalize� given two page�schemes� P� and P� connected by a link ToP�� a link constraint
between P� and P� is any expression of the form� A � B� where A is a monovalued attribute of
P� and B a monovalued attribute of P�� Given an instance of the two page�schemes� we say that
the link holds if� for each pair of tuples t� � P�� t� � P�� then attribute ToP� of t� equals attribute
URL of t� if and only if attribute A of t� equals attribute B of t��

�

Besides link constraints� we also extend to the model the notion of inclusion constraint ���� in
order to reason about containment among di�erent navigation paths� Consider again Figure �� it
can be seen that page�scheme ProfPage can be reached either from ProfListPage or from DeptPage

or from CoursePage� Since page�scheme ProfListPage corresponds to the list of all professors� it is
easy to see that the following inclusion constraints hold�

CoursePage�ToProf � ProfListPage�ProfList�ToProf

DeptPage�ProfList�ToProf � ProfListPage�ProfList�ToProf

Note that the inverse containments do not hold in general� For example� following the path
that goes through course pages� only professors that teach at least one course can be reached� but
there may be professors who do not teach any courses�
To formalize� given a page�scheme P � and two link attributes L�� L� towards P in P� and P��

an inclusion constraint is an expression of the form� P��L� � P��L�� Given instances p� and p�
of each page�scheme� we say that the constraint holds if� for each tuple t� � p�� there is a tuple
t� � p�� such that the value of L� in t� equals the value of L� in t�� Two constraints of the form
P��L� � P��L�� P��L� � P��L� may be written in compact form as P��L� � P��L���

��� Web Scheme

A Web scheme �scheme� for short� of a portion of the Web made of �i� a set of page�schemes
�connected by links�� �ii� a set of entry�points� �iii� and a set of link and inclusion constraints�

�Note that� due to the very nature of links� a number of such constraints involve URL�s� In fact� for each link
attribute in a page� the value of a link attribute always equals the URL of the target page� As an example� consider
again attribute ToDept in page�scheme ProfPage for any of the corresponding pages� it must be the case that
ProfPage�ToDept � DeptPage�URL� However� these constraints are implicit in the notion of reference� and do
represent redundancies� so we ignore them�

�To derive inclusion constraints for a site� one may think of using a tool like WebSQL �
�� in order to verify
di�erent paths leading to the same page�scheme and check inclusions between sets of links�

�



Figure � shows the scheme of the University Web site� containing information about courses�
professors and departments� Page�schemes HomePage� SessionListPage� ProfListPage and Dept�

ListPage act as entry�points to the site� and their URL is known� Redundant attributes in the
site are documented using link�constraints� Containment between di�erent navigation paths to the
same page�scheme are documented by inclusion constraints�

� Navigational Algebra

In this Section we introduce the Navigational Algebra �nalg�� an algebra for nested relations
extended with navigational primitives� nalg is an abstraction of the practical language Ulixes ����
and is also similar in expressive power to �a subset of� WebOQL ���� and it allows the expression
of queries against an adm scheme�
Besides the traditional selection� projection and join operators� in nalg two simple operators are

introduced in order to describe navigation� The �rst operator� called unnest page is the traditional
unnest ���� operator ���� that allows to access data at di�erent levels of nesting inside a page�
instead of the traditional pre�x notation� �A�R�� in this paper we prefer to use a di�erent symbol�
�� and an in�x notation� R�A� The second� called follow link and denoted by symbol ��� is used
to follow links� In some sense� we may say that � is used to navigate inside pages� i�e�� inside the
hierarchical structure of a page� whereas �� to navigate outside� i�e�� between pages�
Note that the the selection�projection�join algebra is a sublanguage of our navigational algebra�

In this way� we are able to manipulate both relational and navigational queries� as it is appropriate
in the Web framework� To give an example� consider Figure �� Suppose we are interested in the
name and e�mail of all professors in the Computer Science department� To reach data of interest�
we �rst need to navigate the site as follows�

ProfListPage�ProfList
ToProf
�� ProfPage ���

Intuitively� the semantics of Expression � is the following� entry point ProfListPage is accessed
through its URL� the corresponding nested relation is unnested with respect to attribute ProfList
in order to be able to access attribute ToProf� �nally� each of these links is followed to reach the

corresponding ProfPage� Operator
ToProf
�� essentially �expands� the source relation by joining it

with the target one� the join is a particular one� since it physically corresponds to following links�
it implicitly imposes the equality of the link attribute in the source relation with the URL attribute
in the target one� We assume that attributes are suitably renamed whenever needed�
Since the result of Expression � is a �nested� relation containing a tuple for each tuple in

page scheme ProfPage� the query �Name and e�mail of all professors in the Computer Science
Department� can be expressed as follows�

�PName�e�mail��DName��ComputerScience� �ProfListPage�ProfList
ToProf
�� ProfPage�� ���

To formalize� the Navigational Algebra is an algebra for the adm model� The operators of
the navigational algebra work on page�relations and return page�relations� as follows�

� selection� �� projection� � and join� � � have the usual semantics�

� unnest page� �� is a binary operator that takes as input a nested relation R and a nested
attribute A of R� its semantics is de�ned as the result of unnesting R with respect to A�

R�A � �A�R�

��



� follow link�
L
��� is a binary operator that takes as input two page�relations� R�� R�� such that

there is a link attribute� L from R� to R�� the execution of expression R�

L
��R� corresponds

to computing the join of R� and R� based on the link attribute� that is�

R�

L
��R� � R��R��L�R��URL

R�

It thus �expands� the source relation following links corresponding to attribute L�

A nalg expression over a scheme S is any combination of operators over page�relations in S�
With each expression it is possible to associate in the usual way a query tree �or query plan� in
which leaf nodes correspond to page�relations and all other nodes to nalg operators� Here is an
example of a more complex expression� corresponding to one way of expressing the query� �Name
and Description of all Courses held by members of the Computer Science Department�� with the
corresponding query plan �see Figure ��� Note that our notation for query plans slightly departs
from the canonical one� in fact� we prefer to keep the in�x notation for unnest operators� and to
draw link operators as upward edges�

DeptListPage�DeptList

ToDept
e

�

CoursePage

aaaaa

������

CoursePage�PName � DeptPage�ProfList�PName
�

e

e
ToCourse

ToSes

�CName�Descrption

�

�

�DName��C�S�

SessionPage�CourseList

DeptPage�ProfList

SessionListPage�SesList

Figure �� An Example of Query Plan

�CName�Description��DName�	C�S����SessionListPage�SesList
ToSes
��

SessionPage�CourseList
ToCourse
�� CoursePage�

�CoursePage�PName�DeptPage�ProfList�PName

�DeptListPage�DeptList
ToDept
�� DeptPage�ProfList���

Note that not all navigational algebra expressions are computable� In fact� the only page�
relations in a Web scheme that are directly accessible are the ones corresponding to entry�points�
whose URL is known and documented in the scheme� thus� in order to be computable� all navi�
gational paths involved in a query must start from an entry point� We thus de�ne the notion of
computable expression as a navigational algebra expression such that all leaf nodes in the corre�
sponding query plan are entry points� The query plan in Figure � satis�es this property and thus
corresponds to a computable expression�
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� Querying Virtual Views of the Web

Our approach to querying the Web consists in o�ering a relational view of data in a portion of
the Web� and allowing users to pose queries against this view� In this paper we concentrate on
conjunctive queries ���� When a query is issued to the system� the query engine transparently
navigates the Web and returns the answer� We assume that the query engine has knowledge about
the following elements� �i� the adm scheme of the site� �ii� the set of relations o�ered as external
view to the user� we call these relations external relations� �iii� for each external relation� one
or more computable navigational algebra expression whose execution correspond to materializing
the extent of that external relation� Note that the use of both adm and the navigational algebra
is completely transparent to the user� whose perception of the query process relies only on the
relational view and the relational query language�
To give an example� suppose we consider the Department site whose scheme is reported in

Figure �� Suppose also we are interested in pieces of information about Departments� Professors�
and Courses� We may decide to o�er a view of the site based on the following external relations�

�� Dept�DName� Address�	

� Professor�PName� Rank� email�	
�� Course�CName� Session� Description� Type�	
�� CourseInstructor�CName� PName�	
� ProfDept�PName� DName�	

In this case� in order to answer queries� the query engine must know the Web scheme in Figure �
and the external scheme at items ���� moreover� it must also know how to navigate the scheme in
order to build the extent of each external relation� this corresponds to associating with each external
relation one or more computable nalg expressions� whose execution materializes the given relation�
as follows�

�� Dept�DName� Address�

� �DName�Address�DeptListPage�DeptList
ToDept
�� DeptPage�


� Professor�PName� Rank� email�

� �PName�Rank�email�ProfListPage�ProfList
ToProf
�� ProfPage�

�� Course�CName� Session� Description� Type�

� �CName�Session�Description�Type�SessionListPage�SesList
ToSes
��

SessionPage�CourseList
ToCourse
�� CoursePage�

�� CourseInstructor�PName� CName�

� �PName�CName�ProfListPage�ProfList
ToProf
�� ProfPage�CourseList�

� �PName�CName�SessionListPage�SesList
ToSes
�� SessionPage�CourseList

ToCourse
�� CoursePage�

� ProfDept�PName� DName�

� �PName�DName�ProfListPage�ProfList
ToProf
�� ProfPage�

� �PName�DName�DeptListPage�DeptList
ToDept
�� DeptPage�ProfList�

We call these expressions the default navigations associated with external relations� Note that
there may be di�erent alternative expressions associated with the same external relation �see �
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and ��� Note also that� in general� for a given external relation� there may be other possible
navigational expressions� �contained� in the default navigations� For example� courses may be
reached also through their instructors� However� we know that inclusion constraint ProfPage��
CourseList�ToCourse � SessionPage�CourseList�ToCourse holds� whereas the converse does not�
thus� it is not guaranteed that all courses may be reached using this path� We may think that
the human designer examines the adm scheme and de�nes all default navigations corresponding to
external relations� As an alternative� by inference over inclusion constraints� the system might be
able to select default navigations among all possible navigations in the scheme�

� Query Optimization

When the system receives a query on the external view� it has to choose an ecient strategy to
navigate the site and answer the query� The optimization proceeds as follows�

� the original query is translated into the corresponding projection�selection�join algebraic ex�
pression�

� this expression is converted into a computable nalg expression� which is repeatedly rewritten
by applying nalg rewriting rules in order to derive a number of candidate execution plans�
i�e�� executable algebra expressions�

� �nally� the cost of these alternatives is evaluated� and the best one is chosen� based on a
speci�c cost model�

Since network accesses are considerably more expensive than memory accesses� we decide to adopt
a simple cost model based on the number of pages downloaded from the network�
 Thus� we aim
at �nding an execution plan for the query that minimizes the number of pages visited during
the navigation� In the following section� we �rst introduce a number of rewriting rules for the
navigational algebra that can be used to this end� then develop a simple cost function for Web
queries� the optimization algorithm presented in Section ��
 is based on these two elements�

��� nalg Rewriting Rules

The �rst� fundamental rule simply says that� in order to evaluate a query that involves external
relations� each external relation must be replaced by one of the corresponding nalg expressions� In
fact� the extent of an external relation is not directly accessible� and must be built up by navigating
the site�

Rule � �Default Navigation� Each external relation can be replaced by any of its default
navigations� �

Other rules are based on simple properties of the navigational algebra� and thus rather straight�
forward� as follows�

�The cost model can be made more accurate by taking into account also other parameters such as the size of
pages� the deployment of Web servers over the network or the query locality �
���
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Rule � Given two relations R�� R�� such that R� has an attribute L of type link to R��
suppose that a link constraint R��A � R��B is associated with L� then�

R��R��A�R��B
R� � R��R��L�R��URL

R� � R�

L
��R�

�

Rule � Given a relation R� suppose X is a set of non�nested attributes of R and A a nested
attribute� then�

�X�R�A� � �X�R�

�

Rule 	 Given a relation R� suppose A is a nested attribute of R� and Y any set of non�nested
attributes of R� then�

R�YR � R

�R�A��YR � R�A

�

Rule 
 Given two relations R�� R�� suppose X is a set of attributes of R�� suppose also that
R� has a non�optional attribute L of type link to R�� then�

�X�R�

L
��R�� � �X�R��

�

The following two rules extend ordinary selection and projection pushing to navigations� They
show how� based on link constraints� selections and projections can be moved down along a path�
in order to reduce the size of intermediate results� and thus network accesses�

Rule � �Pushing Selections� Given two relations R�� R�� such that R� has an attribute L
of type link to R�� suppose that a link constraint R��A � R��B is associated with L� then�

�B�	v��R�

L
��R�� � �A�	v��R��

L
��R�

�

Rule � �Pushing Projections� Given two relations R�� R�� such that there is an attribute
L in R� of type link to R�� suppose that a link constraint R��A � R��B is associated with
L� then�

�B�R�

L
��R�� � �A��A�L�R��

L
��R��

�

We now concentrate on investigating the relationship between joins and navigations� The rules
make use of link and inclusion constraints� The �rst rule �rule �� shows that� in all cases in which
it is necessary to join the result of two di�erent paths �denoted by R� and R�� both pointing to
R�� it is possible to join the two sets of pointers in R� and R� before actually navigating to R�� and
then navigate the result�
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Rule � �Pointer Join� Given relations R�� R� and R�� such that both R� and R� have an
attribute L of type link to R�� suppose that a link constraint R��A � R��B is associated
with L� then�

�R�

L
��R���R��B�R��A

R� � �R��R��L�R��L
R��

L
��R�

�

Proof� In fact� the left hand side of the rule can be rewritten as follows �remember that� due to the
link constraint� R��A � R��B implies R��L � R��URL and vice�versa��

�R�

L
��R���R��B�R��A

R� � �R��R��L�R��URL
R���R��B�R��A

R�

� R��R��L�R��URL
R��R��B�R��A� R��L�R��URL

R�

� �R��L�R��URL� R��B�R��A� R��L�R��URL�R� �R� �R��

The right hand side can be rewritten in a similar way�

�R��R��L�R��L
R��

L
��R� � �R��R��L�R��L

R���R��L�R��URL
R�

� R��R��L�R��L
R��R��A�R��B� R��L�R��URL

R�

� �R��L�R��L� R��B�R��A� R��L�R��URL�R� �R� � R��

But� by transitivity� the �rst join conditions� R��L � R��URL� R��B � R��A� R��L � R��URL�
imply that R��L � R��L� similarly� the second join conditions� R��L � R��L� R��B � R��A� R��L �
R��URL imply that R��L � R��URL� Hence� both members can be rewritten as follows�

�R��L�R��L� R��L�R��URL� R��B�R��A� R��L�R��URL�R� � R� �R��

This proves the claim�

The second rule says that� in some cases� joins between page sets can be eliminated in favor of
navigations� in essence� the join is implicitly computed by chasing links between pages�

Rule � �Pointer Chase� Given relations R�� R� and R�� such that both R� and R� have an
attribute L of type link to R�� suppose X is a set of attributes not belonging to R�� suppose
also that a link constraint R��A � R��B is associated with L� and that there is an inclusion
constraint R��L � R��L� then�

�X��R�

L
��R���R��B�R��A

R�� � �X�R�

L
��R��

�

Proof� In fact� by rule �� we have that�

�R�

L
��R���R��B�R��A

R� � �R��R��L�R��L
R��

L
��R�

But� due to inclusion constraint R��L � R��L� we have that �R��R��L�R��L
R�� � R�� and this

proves the equality�
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��� Cost Function

Since the query rewriting phase returns a number of di�erent candidate plans� we introduce a
simple cost function in order to compare alternative plans and select the optimal one� As discussed
above� we are assuming that� in this context� the most expensive operation is page access� and that
the cost of �local� algebraic operations� such as join� projection� and selection is negligible� Thus�
the cost function essentially estimates the number of pages to download in order to execute a query
plan�
As usual� we assume the knowledge of several quantitative parameters that describe data dis�

tribution in the site� We suppose that these parameters have been initially estimated exploring the
site by means of a tool such as� for example� WebSQL ����� and that they are updated on regular
basis� �

a� jP j page�scheme cardinality� the number of instances� i�e� pages�
of page�scheme P �

b� jL j average number of items in nested attribute L�
c� cA number of distinct values for attribute A in page�scheme P �
d� jsA�P��P� estimated join selectivity of join between page�relations P� and

P� on attribute A� this is de�ned as the estimated ratio
jP��AP� j�jP� � P� j� note that � 	 jsA�P��P� 	 ��

Based on the above parameters� a number of other parameters can be calculated� as follows�

e� sA 	 ��cA selectivity of an attribute A in a page�relation P �
f� rA 	 j�A�P � j�cA average amount of repeated values of attribute A

in a page�relation P � �A�P � is the relation
obtained by un�nesting attribute A in P �
if A is an attribute of list L at level 
 of nesting�
we have that j�A�P � j � jP�L j � jP j � jL j

We now introduce the algorithm used to to evaluate the cost of executing an algebraic expression�
as follows�

� Step � the cardinality of intermediate results is evaluated by recursively applying the fol�
lowing rules�

jR�L j � jR j � jL j

j�A��v��R� j � jR j � sA

jR��AR� j � jR� j � jR� j � jsA�R��R�

j�A�R� j � jR j�rA

jR
ToP
��P j � jR j

� Step � the cost of an algebraic expression� E� denoted by C�E�� is evaluated as the sum of
the costs of all of its operators� C�E� �

P
i C�Oi�� the latter costs are de�ned as follows�

	As usual� we assume a uniform distribution of values in the site�
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� since the only operator that contributes to the cost is navigation� any other operator
has cost ����

� the cost of accessing an entry�point is ��

� given a navigation R
ToP
��P � its cost is given by the number of distinct network accesses �

i�e�� the number of distinct outgoing links � to reach pages in P � this� in turn� corresponds
to the cardinality of the projection of R on attribute ToP � that is�

C�R
ToP
��P � � j�ToP �R� j � jR j�rToP

��� Plan Selection

Based on the rewriting rules we discussed in the previous section� and the cost function for nalg
expressions� the plan selection algorithm is as follows�

Algorithm �� Navigation Plan Selection

Input� A conjunctive query on external relations	
Output� A computable nalg expression	

Step �� Translate the conjunctive query into a relational algebra expression
over external relations	

Step �� Replace each external relation with the corresponding
default navigations in all possible ways �rule ��	

Step �� For each expression derived at step 
� repeatedly apply rule �
to eliminate repeated navigations	

Step �� For each expression derived at step �� repeatedly apply rules � and �
to push and prune joins	

Step �� For each expression derived at step �� repeatedly apply rule �
to push selections	

Step �� For each expression derived at step � repeatedly apply rule �
to push projections	

Step �� For each expression derived at step �� repeatedly apply rule 
to eliminate unnecessary navigations	

Step �� For each expression E derived at step �� calculate the estimated
cost� C�E�� and select the one with the minimal cost�

It is worth noting that� whenever rule � can be applied� also rule � can� This introduces
a number of interesting aspects in the query optimization process� as discussed in the following
section�

� Pointer	join vs Pointer	chase

Rules � and � essentially correspond to two alternative approaches to query optimization� which
we have called the �pointer join� approach � aiming at reducing link traversal by pushing joins of
link sets � versus a �pointer chase� approach � in which links between data are followed to restrict
network access to relevant items� For a large number of queries� both strategies are possible� Our
optimization algorithm is such that it generates and evaluates plans based on both strategies� In

�
In a more re�ned cost model� also some expensive local operations should be taken into account� However� we
choose to omit these details here for the sake of simplicity�
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the following� we discuss this interaction between join and navigation in the Web and show that
pointer chase is sometimes less expensive than joins�
Note that� in the following� to simplify the treatment of algebraic expressions� we will mainly

omit rewritings related to projection pushing�

Example ��
 �Pointer�Join� Consider the scheme in Figure �� and suppose we need to answer the
following query� �Name and Description of courses taught by full professors in the Fall session��
The query can be expressed against the external view as follows�

�CName�Descr���Session�	Fall� �Rank�	Full��Professor�CourseInstructor�Course��

Note that there are several ways to rewrite the query� For example� since external relation
CourseInstructor has two di�erent default navigations� by rule �� the very �rst rewrite step origi�
nates two di�erent plans� Then� the number of plans increases due to the use of alternative rules�
We examine only two of these possible rewritings� based on a pointer�join and a pointer�chase
strategy� respectively� and discuss the relationship between the two�
The �rst rewriting is essentially based on rule �� and corresponds to adopting a traditional

optimization strategy� in which link chasing is reduced by using joins� The rewriting goes as
follows�

�CName�Descr��Ses���Fall� �Rank��Full� �Professor�PNameCourseInstructor�CNameCourse��
rule �
� ��a��CName�Descr��Ses���Fall� �Rank��Full� ��ProfListPage�ProfList

ToProf
�� ProfPage�

�PName

�ProfListPage�ProfList
ToProf
�� ProfPage�CourseList�

�CName

�SessionListPage�SesList
ToSes
��

SessionPage�CourseList
ToCourse
�� CoursePage���

rule �
� ��b��CName�Descr��Ses���Fall� �Rank��Full� ��ProfListPage�ProfList

ToProf
�� ProfPage�CourseList�

�CName

�SessionListPage�SesList
ToSes
��

SessionPage�CourseList
ToCourse
�� CoursePage���

rule �
� ��c��CName�Descr��Ses���Fall� �Rank��Full� ���ProfListPage�ProfList

ToProf
�� ProfPage�CourseList�

�ToCourse

�SessionListPage�SesList
ToSes
��

SessionPage�CourseList��
ToCourse
�� CoursePage��

rule �
� ��d��CName�Descr����Rank��Full� �ProfListPage�ProfList�

ToProf
�� ProfPage�CourseList�

�ToCourse

��Ses���Fall� �SessionListPage�SesList�
ToSes
�� SessionPage�CourseList��

ToCourse
�� CoursePage�

First� by rule �� each external relation is replaced by a corresponding default navigation ��a�� then�
rule � is applied to eliminate repeated navigations ��b�� then� by rule �� the join is pushed down the
query plan� in order to reduce the number of courses to navigate� we join the two pointer sets in
CourseList� and then navigate link ToCourse ��c�� �nally� based on link constraints� rule � is used
to push selections down ��d�� The plan can then be further rewritten to push down projections as
well�
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A radically di�erent way of rewriting the query is based on rule �� in this case� the �rst two
rewritings are the same as above� then� by rule �� the join is removed in favor of navigations in the
site ��c�� �nally� projections are pushed down ��d�� as follows�

�CName�Descr��Ses���Fall� �Rank��Full� �Professor�PNameCourseInstructor�CNameCourse��
rule �
� �
a� ��� �same as ��a� above�

rule �
� �
b� ��� �same as ��b� above�

rule �
� �
c� �CName�Descr��Ses���Fall� �Rank��Full� ���ProfListPage�ProfList

ToProf
�� ProfPage�CourseList�

ToCourse
�� CoursePage��

rule �
� �
d� �CName�Descr��Ses���Fall� ��Rank��Full� �ProfListPage�ProfList�

ToProf
�� ProfPage�CourseList

ToCourse
�� CoursePage��

Plans corresponding to expressions ��d� and ��d� are represented in Figure 
� Plan ��d� corre�
sponds to� �i� �nding all links to courses taught by full professors� �ii� �nding all links to courses
taught in the fall session� �iii� joining the two sets in order to obtain the intersection� �iv� navi�
gate to the pages in the result� On the other hand� plan ��d� corresponds to� �i� �nding all full
professors� �ii� navigating all courses taught by full professors� �iii� selecting courses in the fall
section�
It is rather easy to see that plan ��d� has a lower cost� In fact� plan ��d� navigates all courses

taught by full professors� and then selects the ones belonging to the result� on the contrary� in
plan ��d�� pointers to courses are �rst selected� and then only pages belonging to the result are
navigated� In fact� the cost of the two execution plans is evaluated by the cost function as follows
�jsToCourse is the estimated selectivity of the join over ToCourse� we assume that the selectivity of
attribute Rank is �

�
and that there are only two sessions� i�e�� j SessionPage j � ���

C��d� � � �
j ProfPage j

�
� � �

j CoursePage j
�

�
j CoursePage j

�
� jsToCourse

C��d� � � �
j ProfPage j

�
�
j CoursePage j

�

Note that the join selectivity is rather low� and in fact� since the join is an intersection of two
link sets� it is the case that�

� �
j CoursePage j



�
j CoursePage j

�
� jsToCourse 	

j CoursePage j




the equality holding only if all courses in the fall session are held by full professors� Thus� we can
say that C��d� 	 C��d�� that is� plan ��d� is better� �

The pointer�join strategy chosen by the optimizer in Example ��� is reminiscent of the ones
that have been proposed for relational databases to optimize selections on a relation with multiple
indices ����� and for object�oriented query processors to reduce pointer chasing in evaluating path�
expressions � assuming a join index on professors and courses is available �����
However� the following two examples show that� in the Web context� this is not always the

optimal solution� in some cases� pointer�chasing is less expensive� This is shown in the following
example�
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ProfListPage�ProfList

�Rank��Full�

ToProf
e

�

ProfPage�CourseList

ToCourse
e

�

CoursePage

�Session��Fall�

�Session��Fall�

SessionListPage�SesList

ToSes
e

�

CoursePage

PPPPPP

������

ToCourse
�

e

e
ToCourse

ToProf �

�

�Rank��Full�

ProfPage�CourseList SessionPage�CourseList

ProfListPage�ProfList

Figure 
� Alternative Plans for the query in Example ���

Example ��� �Pointer�chasing� Consider the scheme in Figure �� and suppose we need to answer
the following query� �Name and Email of Professors who are members of the Computer Science
Department� and who are instructors of Graduate Courses�� The query can be expressed on the
external view as follows�

�PName�Email��DName�	C�S�� �T ype��Graduate��Course�CourseInstructor�Professor�ProfDept��

We examine the two most interesting candidate execution plans� A pointer�join approach yields
the following expression� in which rule � is applied to join links ToProf in CoursePage and ProfList

before navigating to ProfPage� then� rule � is used to push down selections�

�PName�Email��DName��C�S�� �Type��Graduate��Course�CNameCourseInstructor

�PNameProfessor�PNameProfDept��
� ���

� ����PName�Email���Type��Graduate��SessionListPage�SesList
ToSes
�� SessionPage�CourseList

ToCourse
�� CoursePage�

�ToProf

�DName��C�S�� �DeptListPage�DeptList�
ToDept
�� DeptPage�ProfList�

ToProf
�� ProfPage�

The alternative pointer�chasing strategy corresponds to the following expression� in which the joins
are completely replaced by navigations�

�PName�Email��DName��C�S�� �Type��Graduate��Course�CNameCourseInstructor

�PNameProfessor�PNameProfDept��
� ���
� �
� �PName�Email����Type��Graduate���DName��C�S�� �DeptListPage�DeptList�

ToDept
�� DeptPage�ProfList

ToProf
�� ProfPage�CourseList

ToCourse
�� CoursePage �

The query plans corresponding to expressions ��� and ��� are in Figure �� In order to choose a good
plan� a certain quantitative knowledge about the site instance is needed� Let us compare the cost
of the two plans� Plan ��� intersects two pointer sets� obtained as follows� the left hand side path
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navigates the Computer Science Department page and retrieves all pointers to its members �cost
��� the right hand side path essentially downloads all session pages� and all course pages� �cost �
� j SessionPage j� j CoursePage j�� and derives all pointers to instructors of graduate courses� then�
the two pointer sets are joined� and URLs are navigated to build the result� If we assume that the
selectivity of attribute Type is �

�
� then the overall cost is the following�

C��� � �� j SessionPage j� j CoursePage j� � �
j ProfPage j
j DeptPage j

�
j CoursePage j

�
� jsToProf

On the contrary� plan ��� downloads all pages of professors in the Computer Science Department�
and� from those� the pages of the corresponding courses�

C��� � �� � �
j ProfPage j
j DeptPage j

�
j CoursePage j
j DeptPage j

Now� a little re�ection shows that plan ��� has a lower cost� the presence of term j CoursePage j
in the cost of plan ��� makes it excessively expensive� In fact� due to the topology of the site�
we know that� j CoursePage j � j ProfPage j � j DeptPage j �there are several professors for each
Department and several courses for each professor�� For example� with �� courses� �� professors
and 
 departments� the second cost amounts to �
 approximately� whereas the �rst is well over ���
An intuitive explanation of this fact is the following� in this case� there is no ecient access

structure to page�scheme CoursePage� in order to select graduate courses� it is necessary to navigate
all courses� this makes the cost excessively high� and the pointer�join approach fails� On the
contrary� following links from the Computer Science Department yields a reasonable degree of
selectivity� that reduces the number of network accesses� �

Based on the previous examples� we can conclude that ordinary pointer�join techniques do not
transfer directly to the Web� a number of new issues have to be taken into account� namely� the
di�erent cost model and the absence of adequate access structures� in general� several alternative
strategies� based on pointer�chasing� need to be evaluated�


 Querying Materialized Views

It might be argued that� in some cases� answering queries involving a large number of pages may
be very inecient� In fact� once a query plan has been selected� pages have to be downloaded
from the network� then wrapped in order to extract attribute values� stored locally and processed
to construct the query result� When computations become excessively slow� one may think of
materializing portions of the site in order to achieve better performance� However� due to the lack
of control over the site� maintaining local structures is in general very expensive� as discussed in
the previous sections� �rst� when the system attempts to use materialized portions of the site� they
may have become obsolete��� moreover� even if the user tolerates a controlled level of obsolescence
in query answers� still maintaining the materialized view periodically requires to navigate the whole
site� which� for large sites may not be reasonable�
In this section� we show how the techniques we have developed to optimize the evaluation of

queries over virtual views� can be nicely extended to the management of materialized views� In

��It is worth noting that� as discussed in �
��� another drawback of the Web is the absence of concurrency control
this implies that� in principle� it is not possible to guarantee that a query answer actually re�ects the most recent
status of a site�
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Figure �� Alternative Plans for the query in Example ���

essence� we propose an incremental view maintenance policy which guarantees reduced query costs
and up�to�date answers� A key role is played by Algorithm � in Section ��
� which essentially
identi�es a minimal number of pages that can be navigated to answer the query�
The basic ideas of our approach are the following� In order to speed up the evaluation of queries�

we materialize the adm representation of the site� in essence� we navigate the whole site once� wrap
pages� and store them locally as tuples in nested relations� according to the adm scheme� Besides
ordinary attributes� we also store� for each page� the date we access it� This will be used to check
updates to the page� With respect to the site in Figure �� we have eight nested page�relations�
one for each page�scheme� Each tuple in relation DeptPage has the following attributes� URL�

AccessDate� DName� Address� ProfList� Note that the adm scheme is itself a view over the site� a
complex�object one� Note also that� since we assume that nested relations are in PNF ����� they
can be easily decomposed in �at relations and stored in a relational DBMS�
The query process is similar to the one above� The user sees a relational view over the adm

scheme� and issues queries against external relations� When a query is to be answered� we use
Algorithm � to select an ecient execution plan� and then� instead of downloading pages from the
network� we compute the result using materialized page�relations� However� before actually using
a tuple� we check that the corresponding page has not been updated on the site� if it has been
updated� then we maintain it accordingly� In this way� while answering queries� we also maintain
the view�
The algorithm is ecient for twomain reasons� �i� �rst� when answering a query� we do not check

all pages in the site� but only a minimal number� namely those involved in the chosen execution
plan� �ii� second� checking pages is much more ecient than actually downloading them� in fact�
the check can be done by opening light connections to a URL on the HTTP server� in which only a
small number of standard parameters � essentially� an error �ag and the date of last modi�cation
� is exchanged� these connections are quite fast� since they do not require to download the HTML
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source� We download the source only when the check fails and we need to maintain the page� Since
we can assume that� for each query� only a small number of pages have actually been updated� the
overall cost is drastically reduced�
We now develop the actual algorithm for answering queries� In the algorithm� we use the

following notation� given a navigational algebra expression E� we enumerate its subexpressions
as e�� e�� � � �ek according to their order of evaluation in the query plan� nodes in the plan are
accordingly enumerated as n�� n�� � � � � nk � We thus assume that evaluating ek yields the �nal
result� The tuple associated with a given URL U will be denoted by tuple�U�� Given a tuple t
in a page�relation R� outlinks�t� denotes the set of pairs �URL� P�� one for each outgoing link
in t� URL is the link value� P is the target page�scheme� Similarly� given a relation R and a link
attribute� L� outlinks�R�L� is the set of values � i�e�� URLs � of attribute L� We also assume
that URLs in relations are marked with a �ag we call status� given a URL U � statusU� may have
four values� none� checked� new or missing� When a query is evaluated� all �ags are initialized to
none�
We now introduce a simple algorithm to check URLs� This will be used in the query evaluation

phase� The algorithm takes as input a URL� U � checks if the corresponding page has been updated�
and returns a tuple� t� if the page has been updated� t corresponds to the new page� otherwise� t
is the tuple already in the database� The algorithm also marks outgoing links in t as new if they
were not present in the previous tuple� or as missing if they were in the original tuple� but are not
in the new version� The algorithm is as follows�

Function �� URLCheck

Input� a URL U	
Output� a tuple t	

�� IF status�U � � new THEN

� download page U � wrap it and store the result in t�	

� ELSE

� open a light connection con to U 	
�� IF tuple�U ��AccessDate � con�ModificationDate THEN
�� download page U � wrap it and store the result in t�	
� FOR each �Uout� P � � �outlinks�t��� outlinks�tuple�U �� DO
� status�Uout� �� new	
�� FOR each �Uout� P � � �outlinks�tuple�U �� outlinks�t��� DO
� status�Uout� �� missing	
�� ELSE t� �� tuple�t�	
�� status�U � �� checked	
�� return t��

The computation of a query is as follows� a query plan is selected using Algorithm � in Sec�
tion ��
� then� the corresponding expression is evaluated on the local adm database� navigations

are replaced by joins over URLs� that is� expression P�

L
��P� is evaluated as P��P��L�P��URL

P��
However� before actually computing such joins� all URLs in P��L are checked using Algorithm ��
Note that URLs whose �ag equals missing may correspond to deleted pages� They have to be
checked to verify if the corresponding page has been actually deleted� Since the algorithm is such
that they will not be used in the query evaluation phase� we decide to defer this check� and do it
periodically o��line� This has the advantage of not slowing the computation of query answers� In
fact� usually� when a page is to be eliminated� also �some of� the pages linked to that page are to

�




be removed� so that checking and eliminating pages may be a rather long process� For this reason�
we use a local data structure� CheckMissing� to store missing URLs to be checked later for deletion�
The algorithm is as follows�

Algorithm �� Query Evaluation for Materialized Views

Input� a conjunctive query Q on external relations	
Output� the query answer	

�� Apply Algorithm � to Q to select a query plan E	

� FOR all subexpressions ei in E DO
�� IF ni is an entry�point Pep THEN
�� retrieve t � Pep	
� IF t �� URLCheck�t�URL� THEN Pep �� Pep � ftg � fURLCheck�t�g	

�� IF ni is a navigation P�
L
��P� THEN

�� FOR each U � outlinks�P�� L� DO
�� IF status�U � � new OR status�U � � none THEN
�� IF tuple�U � �� URLCheck�U � THEN
��� P� �� P� � ftuple�U �g � fURLCheck�t�g	
��� IF status�U � � missing THEN
�
� add U to CheckMissing

��� evaluate ei on local relations	
��� END	
�� return ek�

The cost of evaluating a query with plan E can be estimated as� �i� a number of light connections
equal to C�E�� �ii� as many page accesses as the number of pages involved in E that have been
updated since the last access� If no �or few� pages have been updated� then the cost is quite low�
Note that the algorithm guarantees correct answers and ecient execution time� but it does

not guarantee the overall consistency of the materialized view� In fact� links to new�old pages
are correctly inserted in�removed from tuples involved in a query execution� but may not be in�
serted�removed elsewhere� For example� in evaluating a query that navigates from CoursePage to
ProfPage� the system may realize that a new professor has been inserted and consistently update
ProfPage� however� the new professor will not be inserted in a Department� until a query that
actually navigates from DeptPage to ProfPage is issued� then links from Departments to Professors
will be maintained to compute a correct answer� To guarantee the overall consistency� it is still
possible to periodically check the whole view and maintain it where necessary�

� Conclusions

We have already implemented several components of the system� WebSQL ���� and WebOQL ���
are implemented tools that support the activity of analyzing� mapping and extracting data coming
from the Web� A query system for Web sites  including the support for the adm data model�
the language Ulixes� which implements the navigational algebra� and a relational view manager
 have also been developed and tested on several real Web sites ���� We are now planning of
extending a relational optimizer developed at University of Toronto �
�� in order to include nalg
rewrite rules for the automatic generation of query plans corresponding to user queries�
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